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COMPANY

BRUMALL MFG CORP
7850 Division Dr
Mentor, OH 44060-4874 United States

E61509

Marking: Company name or trademark  , and model designation.

Note: For additional marking information, refer to the Guide Information Page.

View model for additional information

Grounding connectors, Model(s): GLA-0, GLA-000, GLA-250, GLA-4

Pressure terminal connectors, Model(s): 03419, 1012, 1018, 1024, 1030, 1036, 1042, 1066, 15-A-1800, 15-A-1801, 2C-14, 4-14, 48810,
4A-14, 4B-14, 4C-14, A, A-6B, A-I1, A-K1-H4, A-K1-H6, A-K1-K1, A-K2-16, A-K2-H12, A-K2-H6, A-K2-H8, A-K2-K2, AN1200-1, A-N1-
N1, AN400-1, A-P1-H12, A-P1-H6, A-P1-H8, A-P1-K6, A-P1-P1, A-P2-H12, A-P2-K6, A-P2-P2, A-R1-H12, A-R1-K6, A-R1-M4, A-R1-R1,
A-R2-H12, A-R2-K6, A-R2-R2, A-R-M4, A-V1-H12, A-V1-K6, BS350TP, C, LC-350, S203-01

Pressure terminal connectors, Model(s): 11-A-1824 followed by -01, -02, -03 or -04,. 11-A-1839

Wire Connectors and Soldering Lugs, Model(s): 2024, 2030, 2036, 2042, A-P5, BS350TP-A

Last Updated on 2023-08-25

The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured
under UL Solutions' Follow - Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL
Solutions' Follow - Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.

UL Solutions permits the reproduction of the material contained in Product iQ subject to the following conditions: 1. The Guide Information,
Assemblies, Constructions, Designs, Systems, and/or Certifications (files) must be presented in their entirety and in a non-misleading manner,
without any manipulation of the data (or drawings). 2. The statement "Reprinted from Product iQ with permission from UL Solutions" must appear
adjacent to the extracted material. In addition, the reprinted material must include a copyright notice in the following format: "©2023 UL LLC."

Wire Connectors and Soldering Lugs - Component
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